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"Music From Around the World"
FEATURING HARPIST

Robbin Gordon-Cartier

Saturday, April 23, 2005
6:00 P.M.
Delaware Avenue Baptist Church
Buffalo, New York
Music From Around the World

Three Pieces from Spain

Pavane and Variations............. Antonio de Cabezón  
(1510-1566)
Romance.................. Francisco Fernandez Palero  
(16th Century)
Hachas...................... Luis Ruiz de Ribayaz  
(17th Century)

Largo from the Violin Sonata No. 3

............. Johann Sebastian Bach  
(1685-1750)
Transcribed by Marcel Grandjan  
(1891-1975)

Theme and Variations................... Joseph Franz Haydn  
(1732-1809)
Arranged by Carlos Salzedo  (1885-1961)

GRAB BAG

The Ensemble Group

Sakura................................. Arranged by John Escosa  
(1928-1991)
Tango........................................ Carlos Salzedo

**********INTERMISSION**********

Sonatina.................................. Sergio Nastra  
(1924- )
Colorado Trail........................ Marcel Grandjany

GRAB BAG

The Ensemble Group

America Sings............................. Shari Pack

About the Harpist

Robin Gordon-Cartier graduated Magna Cum Laude in Music Education from Montclair State University and was also a student at the Royal Irish Academy of Music in Dublin, Ireland. An accomplished concert harpist whose repertoire ranges from the classics to modern and from inspirational to jazz, she has performed at Carnegie Hall and Alice Tully Hall in New York City as well as events honoring Lord Guinness, Cicely Tyson and Sir James Galway. She is an instructor and creator and founder of urban harp programs in various east coast cities. She lives in East Orange, New Jersey with her family.

About the Ensemble

The Ensemble is composed of students of Suzanne Thomas who performs with the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra. They come from various parts of New York and Canada. They are accomplished harpists who have a love of the harp and perform primarily for the pleasure and the joy of playing. They are:
Carolyn Coles Benton, Nellie Brown-Fonte, Pat Ruof, 
Kai Rasmussen (St. Catherine, Ont.), Mary Verbeck, 
Marcia Johnson (Brooklyn), and Cristin Kalinowski

About the Student Artists

The Art Exhibit is the work of talented students from the Buffalo Public High Schools, Upward Bound, and the S.T.E.P. program. We are very proud of their artistic talents and achievements. Please be sure to see their extraordinary exhibits during intermission and following the program.
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